When the best met to decide the winner, there was no deciding about what kind of turf they were to play on.

THE WINNER WAS ALREADY CHOSEN.

(U.S. Plant Patent No. 3150)

FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT:

J & L ADIKES, Inc.
Jamaica, N.Y. 11423

NORTHRUP KING CO.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55413

JONATHAN GREEN & SONS
Farmingdale, N.J. 07727

VAUGHAN-JACKLIN CORP.
Sound Brook, N.J. 08805 • Downers Grove, Ill. 60515

Spokane, Wa. 99213

Canadian Inquiries: National-NK Seeds Ltd., Box 485, Kitchener, Ont. Rothwell Seeds Ltd., Box 511, Lindsay, Ont.
Other International Inquiries: Northrup King Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 55413
What's new in flags?

Soli-Knit by Standard!

These new, sensational flags — a Standard Golf exclusive — combine the look of nylon and the durability of knit fabric.

Like other Standard flags — Soli-Knit is available in the widest choice of colors.

Remember — Standard Golf offers flags in the largest selection of materials — and colors — in the industry. In addition to Soli-Knit, they are available in cotton, nylon and tough, long-lasting Venti-Knit.

Don't forget, "Personalized Flags" are a Standard Golf specialty!

Contact your local Standard Golf Distributor for complete details on Standard Flags, Poles and Cups. Or write: Standard Golf Company, 220 East Fourth Street, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 (319/266-2638).
with warm winters or with coastal influenced temperatures.

BAYSHORE, Gene Tift, Fla. 1945
A light green color, tends to be stemmy, rapid vertical growth rate, poor color retention in low temperature. Extensive seedheads, susceptible to pythium, some resistance to leafspot. Used on golf greens in coastal and island areas.

EVERGLADES, Fla. 1962
A medium dark green color, fine texture, vigorous extensive seedheads, low growth habit. Some resistance to leafspot. Used on golf greens.

ORMAND, Fla. 1962
A dark blue-green color, taken from a large clone in a fairway during 1946 by Roy Bair. Aggressive, prostate, medium density, minimal seedheads, susceptible to dollar spot. Used on fairways, lawns and sports fields.

PEE DEE, S. Carolina 1967
Mutant of Tifgreen, dark green, dense, fine-stemmed, turns purple, poor color retention at low temperatures, minimal seedheads. Used some on golf greens.

ROYAL CAPE, Calif. & ARS 1960
Dark green color, medium shoot density, early spring green-up, few seedheads, resistant to leafspot. Used for lawns in hot arid climates.

SANTA ANA, Calif. 1966
Seedling selected from Royal Cape in 1956. Deep blue-green color, high density, vigorous with good recuperative ability, free of grain.

UGANDA, Grau USGA 1940's
Natural selection. C. Tranvadineses, light green, soft leaf, tends to be puffy, turns reddish-purple in cool weather. Requires high nitrogen; heavy thatch and repeated seedhead emergence. Largely has been replaced by other varieties.

Medium Tolerance to Low Temperatures — This describes a large group of medium textured cultivars. These seem adaptable for the deep south, as far north as Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Oklahoma, provided the elevations are less than 1500 feet.

Good management includes the reduction of the nitrogen supply in the fall so the starches in the rootstocks can accumulate and provide for strong initiation of buds for spring growth. Annual soil loosening and vertical cultivation, which favors deeper rootstalks, can also assist in increased survival.

NO MOW, Fla. 1937
Dark blue-green, short wider leaf, short internodes, slow vertical growth, extensive seedheads, susceptible to leafspot and insects. Vesitative, slow to establish. Used in lawns and requires less mowing, useful in shade.

FOR LUXURIANT GROWTH,
Use Petro S
Soil Penetrating Agent
FROM PETROCHEMICALS CO.

PETRO S is a soil additive used to improve soil conditions on golf courses, farms, parks, cemeteries, highway easements and gardens all over the country.

PETRO S makes soil more porous for water to penetrate faster and deeper, resulting in vigorous, faster growing vegetation and better yields.

PETRO S reduces costs by:
• Utilizing fertilizers and equipment more efficiently
• Aiding growth in hardpan areas where crops have never grown before
• Increasing yields

PETRO S is highly water soluble and can be easily diluted with water for application through sprinkler systems, tractor-type sprayers and other types of liquid applicators.

Please send me more information about PETRO S.
Name __________________________
Firm __________________________
Address _________________________
City ___________________________ State _______ Zip _______

Petrochemicals Co.
P. O. Box 2199
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
TEXTURE IF, Texas 1957
Light green color, medium texture, dense turf, prone to heavy thatch, good spring green-up, intermediate wear tolerance, minimal seedheads. Used for lawns and sportsfields.

TEXTURE 10, Texas 1957
Dark Green color, medium texture, low growth habit, moderate spread, minimal seedheads. Used on recreation areas.

TIFDWARF, Georgia & ARS 1965
Third in series of putting green types released at Tifton, Ga., by Glen Burton and associates. Dark green color, fine texture, excellent low temperature hardiness, tolerates close mowing, requires good management. Susceptible to smog and pesticide injury. Widely used in putting greens.

TIFFINE, Georgia & ARS, 1953
The first of three releases. Excessive seedhead formation, prone to thatching, widely used, then largely replaced as putting greens in southern U.S.

TIFGREEN, Ga. & ARS, 1956
Second of three releases, dark green, very fine texture, soft wide leaf blade, good recuperative potential. Few seedheads. Widely used then mostly replaced by Tifdwarf selection for golf but Tifgreen is preferred for bowling greens.

TIFLAWN, Ga. & ARS
First of crosses by Burton to be released. Spreads fast, medium texture, drought and wear tolerant. Requires less fertility than some. Susceptible to mite damage. Widely used as lawns and recreational turf.

TIFWAY, Ga. & ARS, 1960
Improved over Tiflawn, darker color, less seedheads, good spring green-up, prone to thatching, more disease and insect tolerant than most. Widely used on lawns, fairways, tees.

SUNTURF, Ala. Okla. 1956
Dark green, fine texture, vigorous growth, spreads rapidly, turns purple in fall, drouth and salt tolerant, few seedheads. Used on lawns and sportsfields and a few greens.

Increased Tolerance to Low Temperatures. — This has been the subject of research in Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, USDA at Beltsville, and elsewhere. The widespread happenstance establishment of bermuda has been the source of most collections. Ray Keen at Kansas State University has conducted extensive research in this area, and has released to cultivars — Midiron for athletic fields, and Midway for golf fairways.

The practical upper limit for growing bermudagrass is near the capitals of Kansas, Indiana, and Ohio, and eastward as far as New York City.

MIDIRON, Kansas 1966
Medium coarse, bright green color, vigorous and fast spreading, few seedheads and good sod density. Wear resistant, exceeds Tufcote in cold tolerance. Resistant to spring dead spot (observed in ten years of tests). Resistant to rust and leafspot. This open turf favors cool season overseeding. Used in fairways, tees and sportsfields.

MIDWAY, Kansas 1965
Superior low temperature hardiness, minimum thatching, intermediate texture and density, minimal seedheads, leafspot tolerant, susceptible to billbug, used in fairways and lawns.

TUFCOTE, SCS & ARS 1962
Medium green color, stiff leaf blades, low growing, susceptible to mites, few seedheads. Used for recreational and sportsturf.

U-3, USGA Gr. Sect. & ARS, 1947
Extensive testing was done by L. D. Hall and F. V. Grau. Dark grayish green, good wear tolerance, medium density. Susceptible to spring dead spot. Earlier widely used in fairways and tees.

WESTWOOD, St. Louis
Research started in 1949. Bluegreen, vigorous, medium coarse, low temperature survival. Used for fairways and athletic areas.

Following the severe winter of 1976-77 in Virginia the Midiron cultivar exhibited the greatest cold tolerance by producing a 75% 'green-up' coverage; Tifway produced less than 50% and Arizona common showed less than 10% coverage. Tufcote was slow to green-up and exhibited extensive spring deadspot. In some other tests, however, Midiron and Tufcote greened at about the same rate as Tifgreen. In the spring of 1976, Westwood showed more spring color [46%] than Midiron [35%].

Results of Bermudagrass Spring Green-Up in Missouri.
(Five year average).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultivar</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Midway</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midiron</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westwood</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tufcote</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The best individual plot in the test was 75%, the poorest only 6%.

Bermudagrass responds readily to applied nitrogen. Approximately 6-1-3 of N, P2O5, K2O per square foot is recommended as an adequate annual maintenance level on areas that are irrigated and have clippings removed. The increased winter survival of bermuda in areas where potassium was added indicates that uptake of K before winter is beneficial.

It appears that a combination of the comparatively open Midiron bermudagrass and one or more of the new perennial ryegrasses would be a desirable turfgrass mixture for the transition zone. In the areas where bluegrasses have a reasonable chance for survival the combination of bermuda and bluegrass planting could be managed by cultivation, fertilization and overseeding to provide satisfactory performance as a dual combination turf. The Wabash cultivar should be adapted for this. The same applies to the more open Midwest zoysiagrass. Numerous overseeding mixes are used for winter color on fairways, greens, and lawns. A mix of Derby ryegrass and Highlight red fescue is one suggestion. Check with turf specialists in your state for current recommendation.
Available now for immediate delivery from our Michigan Farms, “Quality Trimmed” Sugars, bare root. For a handsome shade tree to rival all others in the northeastern U.S., place your order for Cottage Gardens Sugar Maples today.

You can rely on Cottage Gardens for the superior stock, skilled handling and delivery that demonstrates why we’ve been a trusted supplier to the Midwest for over half a century. Whether you want shade trees in August or Junipers in March, we’re fully equipped to deliver the stock you need, when you need it.

Call today for our wholesale price list.

55 Years and over 5 million trees

Cottage Gardens inc.
SOUTH WAVERLY & BISHOP ROADS LANSING, MI 48910 PHONE (517) 882-5728
Zoysia

Zoysiagrasses are warm season, sod forming grasses native to eastern Asia and nearby offshore islands. Since introduction into the USA, their use as turfgrasses has been limited by the lack of planting procedures for the vegetative growth material. The limited seed germinates slowly and young seedlings are poor competitors due to their very slow growth. Most zoysia increase has been accomplished by hand plugging or sprigging.

MEYER-Z japonica, USGA & ARS, 1951
Meyer has a medium green color, medium texture (leaf 2-3mm wide) medium growth rate, dense sod, tolerates winters in midwest. Poor shade tolerance, thatch build-up, widely used, highly advertised.

MIDWEST, Z japonica, Indiana, 1963
Coarse textured leaves, 3-5mm wide, open, faster spreading than Meyer, long internodes, low shoot density, less thatch buildup, good fall color retention (weeks longer than bermuda), not widely used.

EMERALD, Ga. & USGA, Green Sect., 1955
Z matrella-tenufolia cross, medium green color, fine leaf (1 mm), tends to be puffy, low growth, more tolerant to shade than Meyer, susceptible to dollar spot, slower than Meyer in spread, vegetative, tends to thatch, needs vertical grooming and close mowing, distributed in southeast.

Once established zoysiagrass makes a very wear tolerant turf. If severely damaged, however, it is slow to recover. Zoysia has a high tolerance for neglect. Its characteristic rugged ground cover provides excellent erosion control.

Seed spikes of zoysia appear in late spring and when mature (Meyer variety) are four to six inches high. Mature zoysia seeds are smooth, slick and each fits very closely to the main stem. When zoysia turf is uncut the leaves grow up around the seedheads so they have little effect on the appearance of the unmowed turf.

Zoysia loses its color following the first heavy frost of the season; later than bermuda does. The leaves contain a series of fiber (vascular) bundles which are joined by thinwalled sections. During drought the leaf structure allows the leaf to roll as the moisture becomes limited and reduces further water loss. During freezing the leaves shred readily so the leaves turn brown and remain so until late spring.

Meyer zoysia plugged into a bluegrass lawn on one foot centers will require two seasons to predominate. Spring is the most advantageous time to plant zoysia, but it can be plugged in any time of
HOWARD

60 inches out front combined with maneuverability and durability

The Howard 60" Commercial Mower with forward mounted cutting head affords maximum visibility, non-tracking performance and unparalleled trimming capabilities around and under bushes, chains, guard rails, picnic tables, etc. By having your cutting head out in front, independently attached, you can actually see the mower following the contour of the ground, not the tractor. The Howard Commercial Mower with hydrostatic transmission enables you to set your cutting speed to an infinite range, between the speeds of 0 and 6.0 M.P.H., depending on your mowing conditions. With our attachment line which includes a vacuum running off the P.T.O., a container that can be dumped from the seat, and our snow removal equipment which includes a snow thrower, snow blade, broom and an all weather cab, this makes the Howard a machine for all seasons. Ask your dealer to give you a demonstration on your turf. Other models in 82", 72" and 48".

GSA Contract No. GS-07S-02545
Manufactured by Howard Commercial Turf Equipment, Inc., 9719 Olive Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63132
the year and still survive. Machines to plant plugs into existing turf have been developed by individuals, but are not available in quantity.

Because zoysia has a tolerance to atrazine as well as pronamide, annuals and cool season grasses can be controlled. Dollar spot, rust and leaf spot diseases have been reported on occasion, but are not common in zoysiagrass.

In isolated cases, damage to older thatched zoysia has been caused by larvae of the billbug cutting the roots. This problem has not continued year after year.

Several entire golf course fairways are of zoysiagrass. Alvamar Country Club at Lawrence, Kansas, was planted to zoysiagrass when constructed. Old Warson Country Club, Meadowbrook Country Club, and Bellrice of of St. Louis have gradually converted to zoysiagrass. Danville Country Club of Illinois and Evansville Country Club of Indiana have had zoysia tees since the early 1970’s. Topdressing and verticutting aids in keeping zoysia tees tight and firm. The stiffness of the leaf blades provides excellent ball support. Mowing at one-half inch, or 12 mm, is recommended along with regular coring for topdressing and thatch dilution.

Many landowners planted a few plugs of zoysiagrass after they saw it advertised. Approximately three years later, they discovered they had large areas where zoysia was predominating.

Zoysia becomes green comparatively early because its growing points are already established while bermudagrass must produce new growth from dormant buds. Zoysiagrass may provide two additional weeks of green color in spring and fall than does bermuda grass.

Zoysia does best with close and frequent cutting and little rather than excess nitrogen. In areas where earthworms are present, their mounds of casts are stabilized by zoysia’s strength and an uneven surface results. Where there are no earthworms vertical dethatching is recommended.

Zoysia’s protected terminal growing points, durability, tolerance to chemicals and relative freedom from diseases are major factors in its acceptance. Its high temperature tolerance is greater than that of bermuda. In the transition zones, zoysiagrass is best adapted to open sunny areas, south and west slopes where summer use is most important, near south and west sides of buildings, on fairways and sunny tees, around sand traps and athletic fields.

St. Augustine

St. Augustine (Stenotaphum secondatum) came from the West Indies. It has become widely distributed in Mexico, Africa, Australia, and southern United States (zones 8, 9 and 10). It is well adapted to moist climates and coastal sands. Also it is the most shade tolerant of the subtropical

Most good golf courses, parks and home lawns have something in common — FINE LEAFED FESCUE

Oregon Fine Fescue - thrives in shady areas, does well in dry spells, germinates fast and blends well. Its straight-growing habit holds the grass up for even mowing, and Oregon grown Red Fescue even creeps to cover the spots left when other grasses fail.

Oregon Fine Fescue

the grass seed on which the best mixes are built.

For a brochure and sample, write: Oregon Fine Fescue 1349 Capitol N.E. Salem, Oregon 97303
Bolens Mulching Mowers.

They cut the grass and the work load.

In one pass.

- The Bolens Mulching Mowers take care of the clippings. So your crew won't get stuck with extra clean-up. And you won't get stuck with extra costs.
- The unique Bolens Mulching Mower cuts and recuts the clippings into tiny particles, and then throws them back into the turf. Providing an invisible, nitrogen-rich mulch.* So there's no raking, bagging or hauling involved. And less lawn feeding to do. Your crew can move on to other jobs. And you'll be saving on fertilizer.
- Models are specially built for commercial and institutional use. Straight-thru steel axles, rugged all-steel deck, tough one-piece handle and positive cutting height adjustment.
- The Bolens Chain Drive Tiller. The tiller designed to spend long, hard hours out on the job. Not in the shop. Our 3 and 5 hp models feature fully enclosed drives that seal in the oil bath lubrication and seal out dirt. Cuts down on maintenance. And delivers plenty of power to the heavy-duty slasher tines. Or to a whole array of optional attachments that converts it to a walk-behind tractor. Controls are center-mounted on console for safety.
- Bolens Mulching Mowers and Chain Drive Tillers. Built to be tough on the job. Not your crew.

See the complete line of Bolens commercial power equipment at your nearest dealer. For his name and address, call 800-447-4700 toll-free anytime (in Illinois, call 800-322-4400). FMC Corporation, Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074.

*Proven in a 2-year study at Michigan State University. For a free copy of this study on nitrogen return, contact FMC Corporation, Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074.
grasses. It is stoloniferous and so spreads readily. St. Augustine is planted vegetatively, as little seed is produced.

St. Augustine is extremely coarse textured with leaves 5-10 mm wide. It goes dormant in cold weather. Chinch bugs can become a problem when large populations are allowed to develop. Wintertime overseeding is seldom attempted due to its heavy thatch and coarseness. Where excess thatch and old sod are problems, removal and resodding or spraying is the most satisfactory procedure. Most sod is cut from pastures or quickly developed on sod farms.

A St. Augustine Decline Virus (SADV) disease has become severe in some localities. St. Augustine grass frequently shows iron chlorosis and responds to applications of iron sulfate. Where adapted, it is used in lawns but seldom used on playing fields or athletic areas. In Florida, 46% of the lawns are St. Augustine grass.

“Bitter Blue,” a common type, is the most frequently sold. “Floratine” is a natural selection released in 1959 by Florida AES. Floratine, a new release, is fine leaved, and is blue-green color. It has short internodes, low growth habit improved low temperature color retention, resistant to SADV disease and to chinch bug damage.

**Bahiagrass — Paspalum notatum**

Bahiagrass is limited to warm coastal areas. It is not as coarse as St. Augustine, but produces many coarse seedheads, so mowing includes seedhead removal. Under low level management, such as roadsides, it forms an erect open turf. It spreads by short, thick, flat stolons and shallow rhizomes.

Since bahiagrass is a prolific seed producer it is propagated by seed. Germination is slow and the process may continue over several months. Seed scarification by acid or machine can improve or speed germination. Seedlings develop slowly.

Along roadsides, on airport grounds, or in minimum maintenance areas, hydroseeding and mulching are preferred methods of planting.

The variety Pensacola, Florida, 1944, has narrow upright leaves and forms a dense sod. Wilmington has fine texture and the least seedheads of the varieties. Argentine and Paraguay are coarse and produce abundant quantities of seedheads.

**Centipede**

Centipede (Eremochloa ophiuroides) was introduced into the USA from south China in 1916 and has continued to do well in areas from Oklahoma to North Carolina.

The dense mat of this hardy, slow, low-growing grass tolerates neglect. The leaves a parallel on sides of stems and lie flat over the soil. Centipede is sensitive to iron deficiency and gives positive response to iron sulfate sprays. Centipede is used in lawns, motel grounds, and

---

**when it comes to sprinklers**

**don't buy on impulse!**

Compare price, precision construction and performance and you'll buy Champion. • Our full line of residential, commercial and agricultural impulse sprinklers are the reliable performers for those big jobs. Construction is of all brass and stainless steel. • Champion's pop-ups are impervious to wear and engineered to take years of punishment while delivering years of trouble-free service. Available in all brass model, or with plastic body and stem with brass insert and bottom nut. • The products shown are just two of over one hundred fifty sprinklers, valves, controllers and accessories in the Champion line. Champion is your one-stop source for every irrigation need. Call or write Champion today. We have a man in your area who will be happy to tell you the full Champion story. Ask for free, full color catalog.

**CHAMPION SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT**

1460 N. Naud Street, Dept. WTT, Los Angeles, California 90012 / (213) 221-2108
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**QUICK CUT**

**HEDGE TRIMMER**

...for a FAST, PRECISE trim over ROUGH TERRAIN — even a FASTER hedge trim over SMOOTH TERRAIN

DESIGNED:
1. with a wheeled carriage to support a standard motorized trimmer
2. for continuous adjustment of blade height and levelness
3. for long life and trouble-free service

ADDITIONAL INFO:
THE D. J. WILSON CO., INC.
2707 CHURCHILL DR.
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35801
(205) 881-2762

---

Circle 115 on free information card
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